
TES PLUS 16-19MM (5/8"-6/8") BATTERY
STRAPPING TOOL PET/PP STRAP INCL. 2
BATTERIES & CHARGER

Affordable price
Very strong - tension force up to
4000N
For heavy-duty strapping
2x batteries + charger
high-grade friction weld seal
Strap thickness: 5 - 1.2 mm
Strap width: from 16mm to 19 mm
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TES PLUS 16-19MM (5/8"-6/8") BATTERY STRAPPING TOOL PET/PP STRAP INCL. 2 BATTERIES &
CHARGER

Battery strapping tool TES Plus 16-19mm is a durable, affordable, lightweight, and powerful tool to



have around. It's designed to be used with one hand, the bander is highly customizable and can be
ordered to fit 16-19mm or 5/8" to 6/8" wide polyester (PET) or polypropylene (PP) strapping.
The strapping tension is customizable and can be set from 60 to 4000N (13.5 to 900 lbs). This tool
also is designed to deliver a high-grade friction weld seal that has an average seal strength of up to
75%. This battery strapping tool comes with 2 batteries and a charger so you are able to get your
bundling process started as soon as the package arrives. The additional 12-volt battery allows for
continuous working when one is charging, resulting in zero downtime. The maneuverability and ease
of operation with this battery strapping tool will allow you to use it for vertical and horizontal
strapping.

 

WHAT IS THE PRICE OF A
BATTERY STRAPPING TOOL?

Battery strapping tool TES Plus is one of the cheapest battery strapping tools out there. However, the
price does not reflect on the quality. Despite it being affordable, the banding tool is made out of high-
quality hard plastic and it has implemented the latest welding technology. Additionally, it has a digital
display and it comes with two batteries.

 

WHERE TO USE THE BATTERY STRAPPING TOOL?

Battery strapping tool TES Plus 16-19mm is widely used in the paper, aluminum, textile, steel,
logistics, farm, chemical, metal industries. Battery strapping tool TES Plus has a lightweight body and
it is easy to use. The strapping machine doesn't use fasteners but instead uses friction hot melt. The
strapping device is beautiful and strong. With a battery strapping tool, you will automate operations
and speed up packing activities. TES Plus has a high degree of automation, simple operation and it is
easy to understand. The body of the battery strapping machine is made of high-strength alloy
materials and engineering plastics, which are durable in use. The strapping machine is easy to move
and can be used on various sizes of packages.



 

SPECIFICATION OF BATTERY BANDING TOOL TES PLUS:

Usage: Battery strapping tool TES Plus 16-19mm is widely used in the paper, aluminum,
textile, steel, logistics, farm, chemical, metal industries.

Size of the strapping
tool: 350 x 135 x 170 mm

Weight: 4,3 kg

Features:

1. Lightweight body and easy to use.
2. Without fasteners, using friction hot melt, the interface is beautiful and strong.
3. High degree of automation, simple operation and easy to understand.
4. Easy to move, for a variety of venues, the various size of the package can be
applied.
5. The body and components are made of high-strength alloy materials and
engineering plastics, which is durable in use.
6. High safety performance.

Strap width: from 16 to 19 mm
Strap thickness: 0.5 - 1.2 mm
Appy straps: PET and PP strap
Seal: high-grade friction weld seal
Maximum tension
force: 60-4000N

Battery: Two batteries per set ( 14.8V-4000mAh 59.2Wh )
Charger: 110 - 240V - 50-60Hz   DC12.6V=4,0Ah
Charging time: 90 minutes - 150 and 220 seals

 

HOW DOES THE BATTERY STRAPPING TOOL WORK?

The ergonomic and rugged design of this friction weld battery-powered hand strapping tool helps
maximum operator comfort. Easy to operate, the single-handed operation allows for flexibility during
use. A single thumb pressing operates the tool, with tensioning sealing and cutting done at the touch
of the start button. Adjustable strapping adjustable sealing time allows individual settings for different
strap types and quality to guarantee high efficiency. Strap tension adjustment can be easily done by
the simple turn of a dial. The appropriate tension ensures ideal load security. Complete with a 14.4V
Li-ion battery with 90 minute recharging time. The battery lasts for up to 220 seals. The battery
strapping tool is built to last and to withstand the usage in factory or warehouses. The tool has a 12-
month warranty.



 

VIDEO OF BATTERY STRAPPING TOOL TES PLUS


